Mars
As of 5-17-17

Sunday, May 28  Grand Ballroom A

10:00 am  To Mars by Way of Its Moons, Phobos and Deimos. Dr. Pascal Lee (Mars Institute, SETI Institute and NASA Ames Research Center)

11:00 am  NASA/NSS Student Space Settlement Contest Presentation

11:10 am  Virtually There: Simulating Our Way to Mars. Dr. Sheyna Gifford (NASA HI-SEAS)

2:00 pm  The Radiation and Planetary Protection Rackets. Dr. Robert Zubrin (The Mars Society)

3:00 pm  An Orbital Mars Base Camp: Enabling Exploration of the Mars System. Rob Chambers (Lockheed Martin)

4:00 pm  Exploring Mars: From Canals to Curiosity. Rod Pyle (Rod Pyle Books)

5:00 pm  Deep Space Ecology for Life Support. Morgan Arena Irons (Deep Space Ecology)

5:30 pm  Exploring Mars to Civilize Earth. Marvin Hilton (National Space Society and The Mars Society)

Monday, May 29  Grand Ballroom B

10:00 am  The Northwest Passage Drive Expedition: Lessons for Future Road Trips on the Moon and Mars. Dr. Pascal Lee (Mars Institute, SETI Institute and NASA Ames Research Center)

11:00 am  The Case for Exploring and Colonizing the Moons of Mars as the First Step Towards Permanent Space Settlements. Dr. Raul Lopez (Mars Federation Society)